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The no-boundary proposal provides a compelling theory for the initial conditions

of our universe. We study the implications of such initial conditions for ekpyrotic

and cyclic cosmologies. These cosmologies allow for the existence of a new type of

“ekpyrotic instanton”, which describes the creation of a universe in the ekpyrotic

contraction phase. Remarkably, we find that the ekpyrotic attractor can explain

how the universe became classical. In a cyclic context, in addition to the ekpy-

rotic instantons there exist de Sitter-like instantons describing the emergence of the

universe in the dark energy phase. Our results show that typically the ekpyrotic in-

stantons yield a higher probability. In fact, in a potential energy landscape allowing

both inflationary and cyclic cosmologies, the no-boundary proposal implies that the

probability for ekpyrotic and cyclic initial conditions is vastly higher than that for

inflationary ones.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In cosmology we always ask: “and what happened before?”. This inevitably leads to

the question of the origin of our universe. In the hot big bang model, the singularity

theorems of Hawking and Penrose demonstrate the existence of an initial singularity, given

certain assumptions about the energy conditions of matter in the universe [1]. Inflationary

cosmology does not remove this initial singularity, rather it moves it somewhat further into

the past, as a theorem of Borde, Guth and Vilenkin shows [2]. Even in cyclic cosmologies,

initial conditions are typically required: this is because each cycle must grow in size in order

to avoid a build-up of entropy (as originally discussed by Tolman [3]) - then, starting from

any finite patch, at a finite time in the past its size was smaller than Planckian and initial
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conditions must be provided1. In all cases, an ignorance of initial conditions is vexing,

as everything follows from these initial conditions. For this reason, we will explore the

consequences of what is perhaps the most appealing proposal for the initial conditions of

the universe, namely the no-boundary proposal of Hartle and Hawking [4, 5].

The no-boundary proposal is formulated in the path integral approach to quantising

gravity, and in fact only makes sense in the semi-classical approximation. Thus, a crucial

assumption that we will implicitly have to make is that this semi-classical approximation

to quantum gravity is enough to understand the origin of the universe. The no-boundary

proposal then posits that in the path integral one should only sum over geometries that

are regular in the past, and do not contain any boundary there. The path integral can in

fact be evaluated by the saddle point approximation, and the geometries that arise in this

manner are so-called “fuzzy instantons”, i.e. they are complex four-dimensional geometries

interpolating between a final hypersurface and a rounded-off region satisfying appropriate

regularity conditions in the “past”. If the instanton field configuration is real not only on

the final hypersurface, but also over a sufficiently large interval to its past, we can say that

a real, Lorentzian, classical universe has emerged. Otherwise, if the fields remain complex-

valued, the universe remains in a fully quantum state. One of the great merits of the

no-boundary proposal is in fact that it shows how and when a classical universe can emerge

from a quantum state. In this sense the no-boundary proposal can answer an important,

but seldom-asked question, namely why the universe appears classical at all, given that the

fundamental laws of nature are quantum laws2.

Until recently, the no-boundary proposal has been studied exclusively in the inflationary

context [11–15]. These studies led to the following claims:

1. Inflation is needed in order to obtain a classical universe.

2. Inflation must last for longer than a certain minimal number of e-folds (typically a

few) in order to obtain a classical universe.

3. In a potential landscape, plateau models of inflation are preferred over power-law

1 Assuming an infinite universe from the beginning appears unattractive to us, as this requires an infinite

amount of tuning in the infinite past - this can hardly be considered a physical explanation of the state

of the universe.
2 Many papers have discussed another interesting question, namely how cosmological quantum fluctuations

can turn into classical temperature fluctuations in the cosmic background radiation [6–10]. In all of those

studies, the background is however assumed to be classical from the outset.
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potentials.

4. A small number of e-folds is generically preferred - however, if in addition one rewards

long phases of inflation by weighting their probability by the physical volume that they

generate, the prediction is that inflation should begin right at the onset of the (slow-roll)

eternal inflationary regime.

In the present paper, we will review most of these results and then go on to study the no-

boundary proposal in the context of ekpyrotic and cyclic cosmologies [16–18]. These cosmolo-

gies provide interesting alternatives to inflation, as they can solve the standard cosmological

puzzles (such as the flatness and horizon puzzles) while generating nearly scale-invariant and

nearly-Gaussian density fluctuations during a phase of slow ekpyrotic contraction [19–23].

In these models, the ekpyrotic phase is followed by a bounce into the expanding radiation

dominated phase of the hot big bang model. Cyclic models not only provide a radically

different view of the past, but also of the future evolution of our universe. Our findings in

the ekpyrotic/cyclic context lead us to update all of the statements enumerated above - in

particular, we will show the following:

1. Ekpyrotic instantons exist (we recently presented these solutions in [24]). These

describe the creation of a universe which, as it becomes classical, emerges in an ekpyrotic

contraction phase. Thus, the ekpyrotic phase can also render the universe classical.

2. Just as in the inflationary context, the general preference is for small magnitudes

of the potential |V (φ)|. However, while for inflation this corresponds to a preference for a

small number of e-folds, in the ekpyrotic context this corresponds to a preference for a large

number of e-folds of contraction.

3. In a cyclic universe including a dark energy phase, ekpyrotic and de Sitter-like in-

stantons co-exist. The latter ones describe the emergence of a classical universe in the dark

energy phase, which is then followed by the ekpyrotic contraction phase. The probability for

ekpyrotic instantons, where the universe emerges in the ekpyrotic phase, is however vastly

higher in general.

4. In a potential energy landscape containing both inflationary and cyclic regions, ekpy-

rotic and cyclic initial conditions are vastly likelier than inflationary ones. In other words,

the no-boundary wavefunction is dominated by ekpyrotic instantons.

Thus, we have found that the no-boundary proposal is not only compatible with ekpyrotic

and cyclic cosmologies, but in fact strongly favours the corresponding initial conditions.
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Figure 1: A schematic picture of ekpyrotic instantons: they have a shape reminiscent of a wine

decanter - a flat bottom (in fact a portion of Euclidean flat space), followed by a region where

both the scale factor and the scalar field are fully complex (the orange shaded region), and finally

the ekpyrotic contracting phase during which a real Lorentzian history is reached. For illustrative

purposes we have added a bounce at the end of the ekpyrotic phase (at the top of the carafe).

Note that this result concerns the origin and initial conditions of the universe. The full

history relating these initial conditions to the present state of the universe depends on the

subsequent dynamics (and may involve various phases of cosmological evolution) – in this

regard, it will be important to extend the present study by adding a bounce to the end of the

ekpyrotic phase3. Our work highlights the importance of having an attractor mechanism

in order for the universe to become classical - in this respect, the ekpyrotic attractor is

equally well suited than the inflationary one. These results significantly widen the scope of

the no-boundary proposal, and provide a new view on its implications for the origin of our

universe.

The plan of the paper is as follows: in section II we will review the no-boundary proposal.

We will then review its implications for inflation in section III – people familiar with the

no-boundary proposal may skip this section. In section IV we will present a detailed study of

3 To date, no fully understood model of a cosmic bounce exists yet. This is an active research area – see

for instance [25–34].
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ekpyrotic fuzzy instantons, which interpolate between the no-boundary regularity conditions

at the “bottom” of the instanton and a real, Lorentzian, ekpyrotic contraction phase. We

will put a special emphasis on the way in which the ekpyrotic attractor mechanism causes

these instantons to become classical and Lorentzian. As we will show in section V, in a

cyclic universe these ekpyrotic instantons co-exist with de Sitter-like instantons in which

the universe emerges in the dark energy phase. We will contrast the properties of the two

types of instantons and discuss their relative probabilities. We will close with a discussion

in section VI.

II. REVIEW OF THE NO-BOUNDARY PROPOSAL

The no-boundary proposal is formulated in the Euclidean approach to quantum gravity.

We will consider gravity minimally to coupled to a single scalar field, so that the Euclidean

action reads

SE = −i S = −i
∫
d4x
√
−g
(
R

2κ2
− 1

2
gµν∂µφ ∂νφ− V (φ)

)
(1)

= −
∫
d4x
√
g

(
R

2κ2
− 1

2
gµν∂µφ ∂νφ− V (φ)

)
, (2)

where the Wick rotation is defined by
√
−|g| = −i

√
|g| 4. We will simplify our setting

further by restricting ourselves to the metric Ansatz

ds2 = N2(λ)dλ2 + a2(λ)dΩ2
3 , (3)

where N(λ) represents the lapse function, a the scale factor of the universe and dΩ2
3 is the

metric on a unit 3-sphere. With the scalar field φ depending only on the “time” coordinate

λ, the mini–superspace Euclidean action then becomes

SE =
6π2

κ2

∫
dλN

(
−a ȧ

2

N2
− a+

κ2a3

3

(
1

2

φ̇2

N2
+ V

))
, (4)

4 Note that the sign of the Wick rotation is a matter of choice. We have chosen the same Wick rotation as

the one applicable in ordinary quantum field theory. The opposite sign choice would lead to a reversed

hierarchy of probabilities later on in Eq. (12) and thus to different conclusions.
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where ˙ ≡ d/dλ. Allowing complex functions of λ, the integral can be interpreted as a

contour integral in the complex plane, with dτ ≡ Ndλ,

SE =
6π2

κ2

∫
dτ

(
−aa′2 − a+

κ2a3

3

(
1

2
φ′2 + V

))
, (5)

where ′ ≡ d/dτ . The invariance of the action functional with respect to changes of the

complex contour generalises Euclidean time–reparameterisation invariance and imposes the

constraint equation (Friedmann equation)

a′2 = 1 +
κ2a2

3

(
1

2
φ′2 − V

)
. (6)

The field equations read

φ′′ + 3
a′

a
φ′ − V,φ = 0 , (7)

a′′ +
κ2a

3

(
φ′2 + V

)
= 0 . (8)

Using the Friedmann equation, the on–shell action can be simplified to

SinstE =
4π2

κ2

∫
dτ
(
−3a+ κ2a3V

)
. (9)

The no-boundary wavefunction is defined via

Ψ(b, χ) =

∫
C
δaδφ e−SE(a,φ) , (10)

where b and χ are the (late-time) values of the scale factor and scalar field of interest, and

where one only sums over paths (4-geometries) C that are regular and rounded-off in the

past (this requirement has already partly been taken into account in the mini-superspace

approximation by specialising to line elements containing a 3-sphere, see Eq. (3)). In

practice, the above integral can be evaluated by the saddle point approximation,

Ψ(b, χ) ∼
∑

e−SE(b,χ) , (11)

where SE(b, χ) is the Euclidean action of a complex instanton solution (a(τ), φ(τ)) of the
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action (5), satisfying the following:

• a(0) = 0 and the solution is regular there (no boundary) - regularity then implies that

we must also require a′(0) = 1 and φ′(0) = 0. Thus, instantons can be labelled by the

(generally complex) value of the scalar field φSP at the “South Pole” τ = 0.

• There exists a point τf in the complex τ plane where (a, φ) = (b, χ), with b, χ ∈ R

being the arguments of the wavefunction. The Euclidean action SE(b, χ) is evaluated

along any path joining τ = 0 to τ = τf , where the choice of path is irrelevant as long

as the instanton presents no singularities/branch cuts in the complex plane.

As is evident from the metric Ansatz (3), a classical, Lorentzian universe corresponds to

a and φ taking real values, with dτ = idt evolving in the purely imaginary direction (and t

being the real, physical time coordinate). In that case, as is clear from Eq. (5) or (9), only

the imaginary part of the action keeps changing, while the real part has reached a constant

value. Given that

Ψ?Ψ ∼ e−2Re(SE), (12)

this suggests that we can regard e−2Re(SE) as the relative (un-normalised) probability density

for the particular classical history implied by this instanton. Note that this notion of the

emergence of a classical history from a complex instanton fits well with the standard notion

of WKB classicality, as the wavefunction Ψ ∼ e−SE approaches a constant/slowly-varying

amplitude while its phase keeps varying rapidly. By contrast, when no classical Lorentzian

history is reached and the real part of the action keeps changing, no meaningful notion of

probability can be defined.

As always, it helps to consider a simple example. The best-known instanton corresponds

to the situation where the potential is a positive constant V = 3H2, and the real, Lorentzian

solution corresponds to de Sitter space with the scalar field being constant. The Euclidean

version of de Sitter space is a 4-sphere, and the famous Hawking instanton corresponds

to running the contour from τ = 0 to τ = π/(2H) first (in Planck units κ = 1), with a =

1
H

sin(Hτ). This part of the instanton corresponds to half of the Euclidean de Sitter 4-sphere.

One then continues the contour in the imaginary direction by defining τ ≡ π/(2H) + it, so

that along that part of the contour a = 1
H

sin(π/2 + iHt) = 1
H

cosh(Ht). Thus one has glued

de Sitter space in its closed slicing at the waist of the hyperboloid onto half of the Euclidean
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4-sphere. The real part of the Euclidean action only varies along the first, horizontal part

of the contour, with

SE, half S4 = −12π2

κ4V
, (13)

where we have reinstated κ. This leads to the well-known formula

Ψ ≈ exp

(
12π2

κ4V

)
. (14)

Even though this is a highly simplified context, one important feature of the no-boundary

proposal is immediately highlighted: small values of the potential are preferred over large

values. As we will see shortly, this remains true when the scalar field is dynamical too.

Before proceeding, let us briefly remark that in order to perform the numerical calcula-

tions, it is often useful to re-scale the action. Starting again from the Euclidean action

SE = −
∫
d4x
√
g

(
R

2κ2
− 1

2
gµν∂µφ ∂νφ− V (φ)

)
, (15)

we can re-scale (for an arbitrary constant V0)

φ ≡ κ−1φ̄ , V ≡ V0V̄ , gµν ≡ κ−2V −1
0 ḡµν . (16)

This leads to

SE = − 1

κ4V0

∫
d4x
√
ḡ

(
R̄

2
− 1

2
ḡµν∂µφ̄∂νφ̄− V̄

)
, (17)

where the scalar field is now measured in Planck units and the overall scale of the potential

appears out front. Incidentally, this re-scaling also explains the functional dependence on

the potential in Eqs. (13) and (14).

III. REVIEW OF IMPLICATIONS FOR INFLATION

The no-boundary proposal has been extensively studied in the context of inflation, see in

particular [11, 12, 14]. Here we will review the main results, with a special emphasis on the

way in which the universe becomes classical.
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A. Attracted to a Classical Universe

The no-boundary proposal has the potential to explain how a classical universe can arise

from an initial quantum state. An interesting question is whether it is always possible to

predict a classical universe in this context. Previous studies have concluded that the answer

to this question is negative: in general a classical universe is not predicted - rather, special

conditions have to be met. More precisely, it has been claimed that an inflationary phase

(exceeding a certain minimal number of e-folds) is required in order to obtain a classical

universe. In the present section, we will reproduce this result in some detail, as we will be

interested in the analogous question for ekpyrotic models later on.

In analogy with the setting discussed by Hartle, Hawking and Hertog (HHH) [11, 12], we

consider a potential consisting of a cosmological constant added to a mass term for φ,

V =
3H2

κ2

(
1 +

1

2
m2φ2

)
, (18)

where H is a constant here. The first goal is to find the classical histories. In the context of

inflation, HHH found that the value of the scalar field at the South Pole

φSP = |φSP |eiθ (19)

must be precisely tuned: for each value of the modulus |φSP |, HHH numerically found (at

most) one specific value of the angle θ such that there is a vertical line in the complex τ

plane of the corresponding instanton solution on which a and φ are approximately real. For

the potential (18) this relies on the fact that, in general, when y ≡ Im(τ) becomes large the

scalar field becomes small and

a ' a0e
−iHτ , (20)

φ ' φ+e
i∆+τ + φ−e

i∆−τ , (21)

∆± =
3H

2

(
1±

√
1− 4m2

3κ2

)
. (22)
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Adjusting X ≡ Re(τ) one can therefore find a line where a is essentially real:

Im(a0e
−iHX) = 0 . (23)

The asymptotic reality of the scalar field requires

3H2

κ2
m2 < 9H2/4 : Im(φ−e

i∆−X) = 0 , (24)

3H2

κ2
m2 > 9H2/4 : φ−e

i∆∗X = φ∗+e
−i∆∗X , (25)

where conventionally

∆+ ≡ ∆ =
3H

2

(
1 + i

√
4m2

3κ2
− 1

)
. (26)

If conditions (24) or (25) are satisfied in the respective cases for some values of |φSP | and θ,

then along the Re(τ) = X line, the real part of the action approaches a constant, because

the imaginary parts of a and φ decay fast enough. So for all the values (by, χy) = Re(a(X +

iy), φ(X+ iy)) the no-boundary wavefunction (approximately) has the same module. Given

that the imaginary part is very small, the set (by, χy) describes a classical trajectory, to

which the no-boundary wavefunction attributes a probability.

Note that (24) corresponds to a single real condition, while (25) corresponds to one

complex or two real conditions. Given that we have two optimisation parameters X and θ,

and keeping in mind that one of these is used already in Eq. (23), it becomes clear that in

addition one needs a dynamical mechanism that allows (25) to be (at least approximately)

satisfied. This is the inflationary attractor mechanism, which only works if |φSP | is large

enough.

For general values of |φSP | and θ, when y is large the scalar field becomes very small

(though complex-valued) and a is approximately real along a vertical line. Our strategy is

to fix |φSP | and to solve the field equations along the contour in Figure 2, with the first

segment reaching the point i yopt where yopt is some constant. We then fit the behaviour of

a and φ along the last segment of the contour. Finally, we optimise the variables X and θ

in order to solve the constraints (23) and (24) (or either the real or the imaginary part of

(25) when m2 > 3κ2/4).

When m2 < 3κ2/4 the procedure is entirely self-consistent and one finds classical histories
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for every value of |φSP |. The only subtle point is that yopt should be large enough for the

scalar field to be very small up there. The optimisation then amounts to aligning the

Im(a) = 0 and Im(φ) = 0 lines, which are asymptotically vertical, see Figs. 2 and 3.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
0

5

10

15

20

2X � Π

y

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
0

5

10

15

20

2X � Π

y

Figure 2: An example with H2 = 1/3, m2 = 3κ2/16, |φSP | = 1, θ = −1/8. The left panel shows a

density plot of log |Im(a)|, so that the dark line corresponds to the locus where a is real. The right

panel shows the analogous plot for the scalar field. The real a and φ vertical lines are then made

to coincide by optimising the value of θ, see Figure 3.
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0
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15

20
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y

Figure 3: Now θ = θoptimal ≈ −0.2896. The real a and real φ lines now (asymptotically) coincide

and a classical history is obtained.
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Whenm2 > 3κ2/4 one needs the attractor mechanism in order to obtain classical histories.

Indeed, the reality of a and φ on the Re(τ) = X line imposes three real conditions according

to (24,25):

Im(a0e
−iHX) = 0 , (27)

Re
(
φ+e

i∆X − φ∗−e−i∆X
)

= 0 , (28)

Im
(
φ+e

i∆X − φ∗−e−i∆X
)

= 0 . (29)

In general, we expect these three equations to have multiple solutions which depend on the

values of γ = tan(θ) and |φSP | 5:

Im(a0e
−iHX) = 0 =⇒ X = Xa(|φSP |, γ) , (30)

Re
(
φ+e

i∆X − φ∗−e−i∆X
)

= 0 =⇒ X = XR(|φSP |, γ) , (31)

Im
(
φ+e

i∆X − φ∗−e−i∆X
)

= 0 =⇒ X = XI(|φSP |, γ) . (32)

For fixed |φSP |, it will generally be possible to optimise the value of γ such that two of them

coincide, e.g. Xa and XR:

Xa(|φSP |, γR(|φSP |)) = XR(|φSP |, γR(|φSP |)) . (33)

The inflationary attractor mechanism then ensures that, for sufficiently large |φSP |, one has:

XI(|φSP |, γR(|φSP |)) ' Xa = XR . (34)

and the scalar field is approximately real. This is explained by HHH in [12] in terms of the

slow-roll solution that is reached at large y.

When |φSP | is decreased towards the minimum of the potential, the equality (34) holds

less and less precisely. In fact, there is a pretty sharp transition around a critical value φc

below which the reality conditions cannot be satisfied anymore, see Fig. 4. Intuitively, this

can be understood as saying that when |φSP | is too small, the inflationary phase becomes

5 Here, we momentarily use the notation of HHH that the phase of φSP is denoted by γ = tan(θ), so that

one may compare more easily with [12].
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Figure 4: Values of Xa, XR and XI for m2 = 3κ2 and |φSP | resp. slightly above, equal and slightly

below the critical value φc, conventionally defined as the value where the solution γR disappears.

Note that at the critical value (middle panel) there is already a noticeable difference between γR
and γI .

too short for the attractor mechanism to work efficiently. This result indicates that a certain

minimal number of e-folds is required in order to render the universe classical. The precise

number depends on the detailed shape of the potential, but is typically of order a few [12].

We should point out a slight difference between the results of HHH and our treatment here:

as is evident from the left panel of Fig. 4, we find that the reality conditions are typically

satisfied for two separate values of γ. Hence, there exists a second instanton at the same

value of |φSP |, and which also leads to a classical universe – however, this second instanton

has a higher Euclidean action, and hence is sub-dominant in the path integral.

B. A Toy Inflationary Landscape

For illustration, we will consider a toy potential energy landscape, where our vacuum can

be reached from two inequivalent inflationary regions (see Fig. 5)

V (φ) =
1

v4
(φ2 − v2)2 . (35)

Near φ = 0 inflation proceeds along a plateau region of the potential (whose broadness is

parameterised by a constant v), while for large φ the potential follows a power-law behaviour

(V ∼ 1
v4φ

4). This setting allows us to ask whether it is more likely to be in a classical universe

that originated from the plateau rather than from the power-law region (see also [14, 35]).

The instantons on both sides of the potential minimum are all similar in character. In
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Figure 5: A toy inflationary landscape potential consisting of a plateau region on the left and a

plower-law region on the right, where we have arbitrarily normalised the potential so that V (0) = 1.

This simplified setting allows us to illustrate the implications of the no-boundary proposal for a

generic purely inflationary landscape.
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Figure 6: Plots of the optimised phase θ at the South Pole (left panel) and the location X of the

vertical line along which classicality is reached (right panel). For our numerical example, we have

used v = 20 (in reduced Planck units κ = 1) and X is expressed in terms of Htop ≡
√
V (φ = 0)/3 =

1/
√

3. All results can be re-scaled to any desired overall scale of the potential using Eqs. (16).
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Figure 7: Example of an inflationary instanton on the plateau region, with v = 20 and |φSP | =

5, θ ≈ 0.01671. For this example, the integration contour is chosen in the “standard” way, from the

origin out to τ = X with X/
√

3 ≈ 1.5707 and then up along the imaginary τ direction, along the

vertical line where classicality is reached. The left panel shows the real (solid line) and imaginary

(dotted line) parts of the scale factor a, with the imaginary part being amplified 1000 times. The

right panel shows the analogous plot for the scalar field φ, with the imaginary part (dotted line)

magnified 10 times. As the universe becomes classical, a starts growing exponentially while φ takes

a value that is approximately equal to |φSP | and then slowly rolls down the potential.

order to study them, we use standard integration contours running from the origin of the

τ plane horizontally out to Re(τf ) = X, and from there vertically up to the final position

τf . In Fig. 6 we plot the optimised values of the phase θ at the South Pole, as well as the

corresponding values of X, such that a classical history is reached along the Re(τ) = X line.

Fig. 7 provides an example of such an inflationary instanton. At the South Pole, the scalar

field contains a small imaginary part, which dies off along the vertical part of the contour.

In a similar manner, the scale factor becomes increasingly real along the vertical contour,

and the universe starts growing exponentially. The scalar field φ approximately takes the

value |φSP | when classicality is reached, which can be seen as a consequence of slow-roll.

Note that, as Fig. 6 shows, these instantons cease to exist when |φSP | approaches the

potential minimum at φ = 20. In this case, the inflationary phase is too short to cause

both a and φ to become real, and no classical, Lorentzian history is reached. Thus, in the

inflationary context a minimum number of e-folds (of order a few) is needed in order for the

no-boundary state to lead to a classical universe.

The relative probability for the various classical histories is given by Ψ?Ψ ∼ e−2Re(SE).
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Figure 8: The logarithm of the relative probability for different values of |φSP |. The dotted lines

represent the approximation of the instanton by half of a 4-sphere. As is evident, low values of the

potential (and thus small numbers of e-folds) are vastly preferred. Moreover, the probability for a

history originating from the inflationary plateau is much higher than that of histories originating

in the power-law region of the potential.

The logarithm of this (unnormalised, and thus relative) probability is plotted in Fig. 8. As is

evident from the figure, this quantity is well estimated by approximating the instanton with

half of a Euclidean de Sitter 4-sphere, cf. Eq. (13). The general trend is that smaller values

of the potential are preferred. Thus, the plateau region (in which density perturbations of the

observed amplitude can be generated at lower values of the potential) are preferred over the

power-law region. Moreover, for the same reason a small number of e-folds is vastly preferred

over a large number. One may argue against histories with too little inflation on anthropic

grounds, however in that case the preference for a small number of e-folds would cause one

to expect to see a significant contribution of spatial curvature in the current energy budget

of the universe. Furthermore, one would not expect to detect any gravitational waves from

the early universe, as their amplitude (which is determined by the height of the potential)

would be far too small.

In order to reverse the trend that small numbers of e-folds are preferred, it has been

suggested that one should amend the formula for the relative probability by weighting it by

the physical volume produced by the various histories [11]. The idea is that if a universe
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is larger then there exist more regions where life can form and one should take this into

account. The volume-weighted relative probability is then taken to be

Pvolume weighted = e3NeΨ?Ψ = e−2Re(SE)+3Ne . (36)

For our example, the logarithm of the volume-weighted relative probability is plotted in Fig.

9. The shape of the resulting probability curves can be understood by calculating the value

of the field where the probability reaches its minimum:

(−2Re(SE) + 3N),φ =

(
24π2

V
+ 3

∫
V

V,φ
dφ

)
,φ

= −24π2V,φ
V 2

+ 3
V

V,φ
= 0

→
V 2
,φ

V 3
=

1

8π2
, (37)

where we have assumed slow-roll. This result is very interesting: the relative probability

reaches its minimum when the regime of slow-roll eternal inflation starts, i.e. when the

amplitude of the generated density perturbations becomes equal to the background density.

Only even further up the potential does the probability become larger again. Note that

it is not clear that one should still trust the present treatment after the turn-around in

probability: naively, the volume of space produced in the eternal inflation regime is infinite,

and one may wonder whether one should now multiply the relative probability by infinity.

However, one must bear in mind that this picture of eternal inflation relies on a number

of extrapolations. In particular, it is assumed that near the Planck scale new quantum

modes are continually “created” in the Bunch-Davies vacuum, ad infinitum. If only for this

reason, we do not find the volume-weighted turn-around in probability convincing, and for

the present paper we will stick to the bare probabilities provided by the wavefunction alone6.

Our conclusion is that in a pure inflationary context, the no-boundary wavefunction

is only compatible with observations if one combines it with strong ad hoc (anthropic)

arguments [11, 36]. As we will see below, in the ekpyrotic/cyclic context this situation is

6 It would also be interesting to study how false-vacuum eternal inflation can be treated within the present

framework, and what the implications are.
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Figure 9: The logarithm of the volume-weighted probability distribution. The minimum proba-

bility occurs at the onset of the eternal inflationary regime on both sides of the potential.

substantially improved.

C. A Note on Numerical Precision

The relative probabilities for various classical histories are determined by the real part

of the Euclidean action. However, the latter is generally tricky to compute numerically.

If one tries to determine the instanton corresponding to a classical history, then naively

computes the Euclidean action along the Re(τ) = X line, one sees that Re(SE) generally

starts increasing exponentially at late times, instead of remaining constant. There are two

kinds of reasons for that:

• Finite numerical precision. Even if θ is determined with infinite precision, the value X

corresponding to the classical history can only be determined with a finite precision

δX and then:

Im(a3) ∼ δX e3Hy . (38)

The quantity above enters in the computation of the real part of the Euclidean ac-

tion. The finiteness in the precision on the optimal value of θ also leads to a similar
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divergence.

• Intrinsic deviation from classicality: this applies to those cases where classicality relies

on the attractor nature of inflation. Given that the efficiency of the attractor mech-

anism is not infinite, there always remains a small imaginary part in the scalar field

which, in turn, causes a backreaction on a of order

Im(a3) ∼ 1 . (39)

This error is therefore usually much smaller. However, it must be noted that the

backreaction of this small complex part of the scalar field causes a to deviate from

its asymptotic behaviour a ∼ a0e
Hy by a term of order 1, leading to an error in the

estimation of X, hence to (38).

For these reasons, if one optimises over θ then computes Re(SE) along the Re(τ) = X

line, then this quantity reaches a constant value for a while but eventually deviates from a

constant again. Nevertheless, along this line the fields are very precisely real, and evolve as

classical (real) solutions (bλ, χλ). If one now computes the full no-boundary wavefunction,

by optimising over φSP and τf , one finds that the real part of the Euclidean action is the

same for all the values in the family (bλ, χλ), confirming that these are classical histories.

This is the way we compute the real part of SE presented in the plot.

IV. EKPYROTIC INSTANTONS

The fact that the no-boundary proposal has been studied only in the inflationary context

until recently might have left the impression that inflationary instantons are the only pos-

sibility of instantons satisfying the no-boundary conditions. As demonstrated in our recent

paper [24], it is however possible to find a new type of ekpyrotic instantons, in theories with

a steep and negative potential. Moreover, as we will discuss in detail below, the real part

of the Euclidean action of these instantons can be very large and negative, rendering these

instantons vastly more likely than all realistic inflationary instantons. This discovery thus

leads us to revise the implications of the no-boundary state.

In the present paper we will restrict our attention to the simplest ekpyrotic potentials by
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taking

V (φ) = −V0e
−cκφ , (40)

with V0, c being positive constants [16, 18]. These potentials lead to an ekpyrotic phase of

ultra-slow, high-pressure contraction. During this phase, as long as c2 > 6, the cosmological

flatness puzzle is resolved as both homogeneous and anisotropic curvatures are suppressed.

The requirement that c2 > 6 corresponds to the condition that the pressure is larger than

the energy density, and this condition will be seen to play an important role in what fol-

lows. Before describing the ekpyrotic instanton solutions, we should mention that simple

extensions to two-field models allow for the generation of nearly scale-invariant curvature

perturbations [19–23], and thus an ekpyrotic phase provides an alternative model to infla-

tionary models of the early universe. In order to obtain a complete cosmological history, one

must also describe how the universe bounces from the contracting phase into the current

expanding phase of the universe. This is a topic of much current research - some promising

models are described in [25–30, 32, 33], while a recent review is [31]. In the present paper,

we will not include the bounce phase - we leave this important topic for future work.

Apart from an overall re-scaling of the potential, the exponential potentials that we study

allow for an additional shift symmetry which considerably simplifies our search for ekpyrotic

instantons. The action we consider is given by

SE = −
∫
d4x
√
g

(
R

2κ2
− 1

2
gµν∂µφ ∂νφ+ V0e

−cκφ
)
. (41)

Then one can perform the combined field shifts/re-scalings

φ ≡ κ−1φ̄+ ∆φ , gµν ≡
ecκ∆φ

κ2V0

ḡµν , (42)

such that the action becomes

SE = −e
cκ∆φ

κ4V0

∫
d4x
√
ḡ

(
R̄

2
− 1

2
ḡµν∂µφ̄∂νφ̄+ e−cφ̄

)
. (43)

Thus, if we have an instanton solution for which the scalar field at the South Pole takes the

value φ̄SP , we can find an entire family of instantons with South Pole values φSP = φ̄SP +∆φ

using Eqs. (42). Hence these instanton families depend only on c, the steepness of the
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Figure 10: The dark lines indicate the locus where the scale factor a (left panel) and scalar

field φ (right panel) are real. To obtain the figure, we integrate the field equations along contours

starting from the origin (South Pole) and running up/down in the vertical direction first, then

along horizontal lines to the left and right. For this example, we have used the values ε ≡ c2/2 = 4,

φRSP = 0. The imaginary part φISP = −1.481 has been tuned such that the scale factor is real in

the approach to the crunch, i.e. such that a0 in Eq. (47) is real. The ekpyrotic attractor then

ensures that the lines of real scale factor and real scalar field both become vertical in the approach

to the crunch. Note that there is a branch cut to the right of τcrunch, which is due to the fractional

behaviour in the scale factor, see Eq. (47). The coloured arrows indicate the integration contour

that we have chosen to illustrate the shape of ekpyrotic instantons in Fig. 12.

ekpyrotic potential. From now on we will drop the overbars and work with the re-scaled

theory. We should point out that such a shift symmetry will of course not be available for

more general steep and negative potentials. However, we expect that instanton solutions

similar to the ones we will describe here will also exist in such theories. Finding all instantons

will however be harder, as one will have to scan over all possible values of φSP in order to

find all instantons. Incidentally, we will see an example where this shift symmetry is broken

by the presence of a cosmological constant in section V, where we will consider potentials

pertinent to the cyclic universe.

A. An Example

Given that the no-boundary conditions generally force the instantons to be complex-

valued, obtaining a classical history turns out to be far from automatic. In the inflationary

context, we saw that the phase θ of the scalar field at the South Pole must in fact be precisely
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Figure 11: A zoom-in of Fig. 10 around the location of the crunch.

tuned. Even then, as we discussed, one needs in addition an attractor mechanism that allows

for a classical Lorentzian history to emerge. In the ekpyrotic context, the situation is similar.

Here, we will label the instantons by the real and imaginary parts of φSP ,

φSP = φRSP + iφISP . (44)

The shift symmetry (42) can be used to fix φRSP = 0 for now. Then, for general values

of φISP , there will be a curved line in the complex τ plane along which the scalar field is

real, such as in the right panel of Fig. 10. Following this line, one will eventually reach a

crunch singularity, where the scale factor has reached zero value. (Since we have not added

any dynamics that could lead to a bounce, a crunch is inevitable.) However, generically the

crunch will be complex, in the sense that the scale factor takes complex values all the way to

the crunch. However, one can find a tuned value of φISP such that the scale factor becomes

increasingly real (by which we mean Im(φ)/Re(φ) → 0) in the approach to the crunch.

Moreover, due to the ekpyrotic attractor the lines along which both the scale factor and the

scalar field are real become progressively vertical (and coincident) in the approach to the

crunch. Thus, for such a tuned value of φISP , a real, Lorentzian history is reached. This

is illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11, which show that in the no-boundary context a new type

of ekpyrotic instantons (first presented in [24]) exists and is contained in the semi-classical

approximation of the no-boundary state.
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Figure 12: An example of an ekpyrotic instanton. To represent the instanton, we have used the

contour indicated by the three arrows in Fig. 10. The left panel shows the real and imaginary parts

of the scale factor, while the right panel shows the real and imaginary parts of the scalar field.

The dotted vertical lines indicate direction changes in the integration contour. Note that along the

third segment, both a and φ become real as the scalar field rolls down the ekpyrotic potential.

Below, we will discuss the approach to classicality of these new instantons in detail. For

now, we would like to present the general shape of ekpyrotic instantons. For this purpose,

we must choose an explicit integration contour in the τ plane. Our choice is represented by

the three coloured arrows in Fig. 10, and the resulting values for the real/imaginary parts

of the scale factor and scalar field are shown in Fig. 12. Along the first segment (vertically

down from the origin, dτ = −idλ), the scale factor is almost pure imaginary, with a ∝ iλ.

This translates into a portion of (opposite-signature) Euclidean flat space,

ds2 ≈ −dλ2 − λ2dΩ2
3 , (45)

and thus the bottom of the instanton is very flat. Along the second, horizontal segment

(dτ = dλ), both the scale factor and the scalar field are fully complex. The third segment

is the most interesting one: as the contour runs back up vertically (dτ = idλ) towards

the crunch at τ = τcrunch, both the scale factor and scalar field become increasingly real,

while the scalar field rolls down its steep and negative potential. Thus, in contrast with

inflationary instantons, the scalar field is highly dynamical as the universe becomes classical.

For illustrative purposes, we have also included a cartoon version of ekpyrotic instantons –
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see Fig. 1.

Now that we have found one explicit instanton, we can use the shift symmetry (42) to

transform it into other solutions with different values of φSP = φ̄SP + ∆φ. Note that we

have to restrict ∆φ ∈ R such that the new instanton also reaches a classical history with

(asymptotically) a, φ ∈ R. This implies that all members of the corresponding family of

instantons will have the same value of the imaginary part φISP . The shift transformation has

the consequence of re-scaling the action by a factor ec∆φ, cf. Eq. (43). Thus the real part

of the Euclidean action, whose asymptotic value determines the relative probability of the

corresponding classical history, scales as

Re(SE) |fixed c ∝
V (0)

V (φRSP )
=

1

|V (φRSP )|
. (46)

Given that our numerical analysis shows that Re(SE) < 0, instantons that start out at

smaller absolute values of the potential are preferred. This is in fact entirely analogous to

the inflationary case, where small magnitudes of the potential are also preferred. However,

it should be noted that for inflation this scaling translates into a preference for a small

number of e-folds, while in the ekpyrotic case the preference is for a long ekpyrotic phase

with many e-folds of slow, high-pressure contraction. It is interesting that for these preferred

instantons, spacetime curvatures are small (except of course near the crunch), and thus the

semi-classical approximation that is used throughout ought to be particularly good.

Before discussing how the properties of ekpyrotic instantons change when one alters the

steepness of the potential, we will discuss the approach to classicality in more detail, as this

strikes us as one of the most interesting features of the no-boundary approach.

B. The Ekpyrotic Attractor and Classicality

In the present section, we will study the manner in which the no-boundary wavefunction

leads to classical, Lorentzian (and contracting) universes. We will do this by studying the

properties of the geometry of the instantons that we described previously, as well as by

studying the properties of the implied semi-classical wavefunction Ψ(b, χ) along a family

of instantons. In the mini-superspace approximation, a clear-cut notion of classicality is

provided by the WKB conditions, i.e. by the requirement that the amplitude of the wave-
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Figure 13: The scale factor and scalar field both become increasingly real as they decrease during

the ekpyrotic phase. In this way a real, Lorentzian history of the universe is reached.

function should vary slowly compared to its phase. Note that in quantum physics, one is

often interested in further notions of classicality, in particular in the process of decoherence.

But for decoherence to occur, one needs to include a description of observers who can in-

teract with the system one is interested in. In cosmology, the role of such “observers” can

sometimes be fulfilled by additional fields - see e.g. [10]. Thus, if one were interested in

decoherence, one would have to extend the present framework accordingly. For now, we

will restrict our analysis to the mini-superspace model we have been considering thus far.

In a sense, this is then similar to studying the issue of the squeezing of quantum fluctua-

tions in cosmological spacetimes, only that here we are interested in the classicality of the

background spacetime itself.

In Fig. 13 we can see the first hint of how classicality is reached in the approach of the

crunch, as Re(a) and Re(φ) are decreasing. In fact one can understand the approach to

classicality in more detail by studying the asymptotic behaviour of the instanton. Denoting

λ ≡ i(τc − τ), so that the crunch occurs as λ → 0−, we find that in the approach to the

crunch the instanton asymptotes to a scaling solution plus correction terms,

a(τ) = a0(−λ)1/ε
(
1 + α1,a (−λ)1−3/ε + α2,a (−λ)2−6/ε + . . .+ β1,a (−λ)2−2/ε + . . .

)
,(47)

φ(λ) =

√
2

κ2ε
ln

(
−
√
ε2κ2V0

ε− 3
λ

)
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+α1,φ (−λ)1−3/ε + α2,φ (−λ)2−6/ε + . . .+ β1,φ (−λ)2−2/ε + . . . , (48)

where we have defined the fast-roll parameter

ε ≡ c2

2
. (49)

The field equations relate some of the (generally complex) α, β parameters to each other,

α2,φ =
45− 33ε+ 4ε2

18(1− 2/ε)

κ√
2ε
α2

1,φ , (50)

α1,a =

√
2ε

3
κα1,φ , (51)

α2,a =
1− 4ε+ 9/ε

36(1− 2/ε)
κ2α2

1,φ , (52)

β1,a = − 1− 3ε

3(1− ε)
κ√
2ε
β1,φ , (53)

while the Friedmann equation fixes β1,φ,

β1,φ = −K
a2

0

3ε5/2√
2κ(2− ε− 3ε2)

, (54)

with K = 1 for our closed spatial slices. Thus we see that the correction due to spatial

curvature is subdominant, even when compared to the second order correction proportional

to α2
1,φ. The important point is that all correction terms die off as long as the fast-roll

parameter ε is large enough - more precisely, we must require

ε > 3 ↔ c2 > 6 . (55)

This condition is precisely the definition of an ekpyrotic phase, and it corresponds to the

requirement that the pressure be larger than the energy density. The fact that the instanton

reaches a classical history can then be viewed as a consequence of the ekpyrotic attractor

mechanism [37].

Now we can also look more closely at the on–shell Euclidean action in the approach to
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the crunch. Along the final segment of the integration contour, it is given by

SE = S̃E +
4π2i

κ2

∫ 0

λ

dλ′ (−3a+ κ2a3V ) , (56)

where S̃E denotes the action integral along the earlier parts of the contour. The first term

in the integrand clearly poses no problem to the convergence of the integral for λ → 0− as

it gives finite real and imaginary contributions, both scaling as (−λ)1+1/ε. The asymptotic

behaviour of SE can then be obtained by using the asymptotic series for a and φ:

SE = SE,crunch − i
4π2a3

0

κ2ε

{
(−λ)−1+3/ε +

3(3− ε)
ε

(
α1,a −

√
2ε

3
κα1,φ

)
ln (−λ)

−
(

3α2
1,a + 3α2,a − 3

√
2ε κ α1,aα1,φ + ε κ2α2

1,φ −
√

2ε κ α2,φ

)
(−λ)1−3/ε

}
, (57)

where SE,crunch is a constant. The term proportional to ln (−λ) vanishes as a consequence

of (51). Moreover, assuming the crunch is real, Im(a0) = 0, and plugging in the relations

(50, 52, 53) one gets to

Re(SE) = SRE,crunch +
(27− 63ε+ 42ε2 − 8ε3)π2a3

0

9ε (2− ε)
Im(α2

1,φ) (−λ)1−3/ε . (58)

Hence the real part of SE approaches a finite constant as long as ε > 3. By contrast, the

imaginary part, which is proportional to (−λ) to a negative power, is clearly divergent as

λ→ 0−.

So far we have shown in detail how the real part of the action approaches a constant

for one particular instanton solution. In the no-boundary context, we are also interested

in the classicality (in the WKB sense) of a family of instantons, with final values (bλ, χλ)

representing a real Lorentzian history of the universe, i.e. final values that correspond to a

solution of the classical field equations,

a = a0(−λ)1/ε, φ =

√
2

κ2ε
ln

(
−
√
ε2κ2V0

ε− 3
λ

)
. (59)

We have calculated the no-boundary wavefunction along such a series of values, for ε = 9/2,

from the initial wavefunction arguments (b = 3/2, χ = 0) up to (b = 3/2 × e−10/
√

2ε, χ =
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Figure 14: In order to assess the approach to classicality, we are interested in the no-boundary

wavefunction Ψ(b, χ) along a series of b, χ values corresponding to a classical solution of the equa-

tions of motion. For this purpose, we have calculated 200 instantons at equal χ intervals between

the values (b = 3/2, χ = 0) and (b = 3/2× e−10/
√

2ε, χ = −10), with ε = 9/2. The left panel shows

the corresponding real part of the action, as a function of the number of e-folds of ekpyrosis that

have elapsed from our starting point. The right panel shows the corresponding values (real and

imaginary parts) of the scalar field at the South Poles of the instantons. Both panels show indicate

that a classical history is reached: the real part of the action asymptotes to a constant, while the

value of φSP also stabilises as the ekpyrotic phase progresses.

−10)7. Fig. 14 shows the relevant results, which we have plotted as a function of the number

of e-folds N of ekpyrosis,

dN ≡ d ln |aH| → N = −(ε− 1) ln b+N0, (60)

where we have defined N = 0 to correspond to the start of our series, i.e. to (b = 3/2, χ =

0). The left panel in the figure shows that along the series, the real part of the action

reaches a constant value. The corresponding values of the scalar field at the South Pole

of the respective instantons are plotted in the right panel, where it is also evident that an

asymptotic value is being neared. These are strong indications that we may in fact have

approached a classical history.

However, the most precise criterion for classicality (in the present, restricted context)

7 These values were chosen purely for numerical convenience - see also the comment at the end of the present

subsection.
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stems from an analysis of WKB classicality. WKB classicality requires the modulus of the

wavefunction to vary slowly compared to the phase of the wavefunction, as we evolve along

this family of instantons. In other words, WKB classicality is synonymous with the following

conditions being satisfied:

|∂bSRE | � |∂bSIE| , (61)

|∂χSRE | � |∂χSIE| . (62)

We have evaluated these derivatives numerically – see Fig. 15. As the figure demonstrates,

both WKB conditions are satisfied with increasing precision as the ekpyrotic phase pro-

ceeds. Moreover, the approach to classicality follows a precise asymptotic scaling, as both

WKB conditions improve as e−(ε−3)N/(ε−1). As seen in the figure, after about 10 e-folds the

derivatives of the real part of the action have reached a level of 10−2 of the derivatives of the

imaginary part. This can be extrapolated to a ratio of 10−12 after 60 e-folds, and to a value

of about 10−23 after 120 e-folds (as would be the relevant number in a cyclic model). This

result clearly demonstrates that the no-boundary wavefunction predicts classical ekpyrotic

histories 8.

The scaling of the WKB conditions with the number of e-folds can in fact be understood

analytically, as we will now show. For this purpose, we make use of the fact that the

background reaches the ekpyrotic scaling solution asymptotically. First, we must find the

dependence of the action on b and χ. The shift/re-scalings in Eq. (16) imply that (keeping

κ, V0 fixed here so as to remain in the same theory) the field equations are invariant under

the transformations

ā(λ̄) = ec∆φ/2 a
(
e−c∆φ/2λ̄

)
, (63)

φ̄(λ̄) = φ
(
e−c∆φ/2λ̄

)
+ ∆φ . (64)

8 As indicated at the beginning of this section, these statements should be interpreted in the mini-superspace

context considered here. It would be interesting to study more refined notions of the quantum-to-classical

transition, such as decoherence, but such a study will require a more extended framework.
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Figure 15: The most precise criterion for classicality are the WKB conditions (61), (62) on the

wavefunction. To verify these, we have evaluated the b and χ derivatives of the Euclidean action

along the same series of instantons as those shown in Fig. 14 by computing series of instantons

with slightly shifted values of b and χ (we have considered fractional shifts in b and shifts in χ

of sizes 10−6, 10−5 and verified that finite difference estimates of the derivatives have converged

to sufficiently high precision) at each of the 200 evaluated points shown in Fig. 14. The results

of these numerical computations show that both the b and χ derivatives of the real part of the

action become small compared to the respective derivatives of the imaginary parts. Moreover, the

dotted red lines indicate a scaling e−(ε−3)N/(ε−1), which can be seen to be approached by both

WKB conditions as the ekpyrotic phase proceeds. In the main part of the text, we provide an

analytic derivation of these scalings.

These transformations then imply that, if

a = a0 (−λ)1/ε , V (φ) = −ε− 3

ε

1

λ2
, (65)

then

ā = ā0 (−λ̄)1/ε , ā0 = exp

(
ε− 1

ε

c∆φ

2

)
a0 , V (φ̄) = −ε− 3

ε

1

λ̄2
. (66)

Hence a0 labels a continuous family of (asymptotic) ekpyrotic solutions. In fact, this label

represents a particular constant of motion along each trajectory:

a0 = a

(
− ε

ε− 3
V

)1/2ε

. (67)
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The imaginary part of the Euclidean action along a classical trajectory scales as

SIE ∼ i

∫
dλ a3 V ∼ −i a3

0 (−λ)−1+3/ε ∼ −i a3
0 |V |

1
2
− 3

2ε . (68)

Re–expressing the label a0 as in (67) then leads to

SIE ∼ −i b3 |V (χ)|1/2 . (69)

The scaling of the real part of the Euclidean action implies that

S̄RE = ec∆φSR =

(
ā0

a0

)2ε/(ε−1)

SRE , (70)

and hence

SRE ∼ a
2ε
ε−1

0 ∼ b
2ε
ε−1 |V (χ)|1/(ε−1) . (71)

The sign is unspecified by these arguments, but turns out to be negative as the numerical

analysis shows. We are now in a position to understand the asymptotic scaling of the WKB

classicality conditions (61) and (62) in the approach to the crunch, along curves of constant

a0, i.e. along wavefunction arguments corresponding to solutions of the classical equations

of motion. The second condition (62) is clearly satisfied, since the derivatives w.r.t. χ only

add a constant prefactor and the ratio |SRE/SIE| decreases along each classical history as

SRE
SIE
∼ b

2ε
ε−1 |V (χ)|1/(ε−1)

b3 |V (χ)|1/2
∼ bε−3 ∼ e−(ε−3)N/(ε−1), (72)

where in the second to last step we have used Eq. (67) once more. As for the first condition,

we can evaluate

∂bS
I
E ∼ b2|V (χ)|1/2 ∼ (−λ)−

ε−2
ε , (73)

∂bS
R
E ∼ b

ε+1
ε−1 |V (χ)|1/(ε−1) ∼ (−λ)−1/ε , (74)

so that ∣∣∣∣∂bSRE∂bSIE

∣∣∣∣ ∼ (−λ)
ε−3
ε ∼ bε−3 ∼ e−(ε−3)N/(ε−1) . (75)

Thus we can see that both WKB conditions are satisfied exponentially fast with the number
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of e-folds N. As discussed above in relation to our numerical results in Fig. 15, this asymp-

totic scaling with N is reached very precisely after a few e-folds already. Note also the ε

dependence of the WKB conditions: they will be satisfied as long as ε > 3. Thus we see

once more that the ekpyrotic attractor, which only exists when ε > 3, allows the universe

to become classical.

At the risk of repeating ourselves, we would like to emphasise one further point: the

numerical calculations have all been performed in the re-scaled theory (43). Using the re-

scalings in Eq. (16) one can relate these to any desired (physically meaningful) values of the

scale factor b and scalar field χ via the relations

χ = κ−1χ̄+ ∆χ , b =
ecκ∆χ/2

κV
1/2

0

b̄ , (76)

where the corresponding instantons then have the South Pole value κ−1φ̄SP + ∆χ and the

crunch occurs at ecκ∆χ/2

κV
1/2
0

τ̄crunch. The values of the scale factor and scalar field used in gen-

erating Figs. 14 and 15 were chosen for numerical convenience, and the small numerical

values of b do not indicate that we are in a sub-Planckian regime. Interestingly, the scaling

symmetry implies that classicality will be reached in an equal manner for all histories related

by the transformations above.

C. Families of Ekpyrotic Instantons

As a consequence of the shift symmetry (42), which relates instantons with different φRSP

but for the same potential (40), ekpyrotic instantons come in families that can be char-

acterised solely by the steepness c of the potential. Thus we may revert back to setting

φRSP = 0 and study the effect of changing the steepness c, or equivalently, the fast-roll pa-

rameter ε = c2/2. The discussion of the approach to classicality suggests that it is impossible

to find ekpyrotic instantons with a late-time classical behaviour when ε < 3. Our numerical

studies confirm this expectation. Fig. 16 shows how the location of the crunch in the τ

plane, as well as the imaginary part φISP at the origin, change when ε is varied. In fact noth-

ing spectacular happens, in the sense that all these instantons (and the solutions related

by a shift φRSP + ∆φ ) are qualitatively similar: in particular, all of them have a significant

imaginary component φISP , and the crunch always occurs in the bottom right quadrant,
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Re(τcrunch) > 0, Im(τcrunch) < 0. As Fig. 17 shows, all of these instantons settle to a neg-

ative value for the real part of the Euclidean action, once a classical history is reached. If

we denote Re(SE(φRSP = 0)) ≡ s(ε) and then re-insert the dependence of the action on φRSP ,

we obtain the following formula for the relative probability of the various implied ekpyrotic

histories:

Ψ?Ψ ∼ Exp [−2Re(SE)] = Exp

[
−2s(ε)

|V (φRSP )|

]
. (77)

Thus, small values of ε come out as preferred, alongside small magnitudes for the potential

|V (φRSP )|. Hence, in a potential energy landscape allowing different ekpyrotic regions, the

preference will be for the shallowest ekpyrotic potential (though of course we always must

have ε > 3), with a starting value as far up the potential as possible.

It is of interest to compare this formula for the relative probabilities with that obtained

in inflation. As we discussed earlier, the relative probability of inflationary instantons can

be estimated reliably by approximating the instanton with half of a Euclidean 4-sphere. In

that case, the above formula Eq. (77) would also hold, but with s(ε) = −12π2 being a

constant. Note that s(ε) is of the same order of magnitude in the ekpyrotic case, and hence

the dominant factor in estimating the relative probability of the various possible instantons

comes from the dependence on the starting value of the potential, |V (φRSP )|. The overall

preference for a small magnitude of the potential implies that, if a potential contains both

inflationary and ekpyrotic regions, ekpyrotic instantons will be vastly preferred. Thus, the

implications of the no-boundary proposal have to be updated, as it is now clear that the

most likely origin of the universe is in an ekpyrotic contracting phase.

V. THE NO-BOUNDARY WAVEFUNCTION FOR A CYCLIC UNIVERSE

In the cyclic universe, a small constant is added to the potential, such that a dark energy

plateau is obtained at large positive values of φ,

V (φ) =
3H2

κ2

(
1− e−cκφ

)
, (78)

where H is a positive constant (corresponding to the asymptotic value of the Hubble rate

of dark energy expansion at large φ). The cyclic scenario proposes that we currently find

ourselves at the onset of this dark energy phase, and that at some time in the far future,
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Figure 16: Left panel: The location of the crunch in the complex τ plane as a function of the

fast-roll parameter ε. Right panel: The imaginary part of the scalar field at the South Pole of the

instanton, as a function of the fast-roll parameter ε. The value of φISP is tuned such that classical

histories arise.
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Figure 17: The real part of the Euclidean action as a function of the fast-roll parameter ε, once

a classical history has been reached. Here we have taken φRSP = 0, and thus |V (φRSP )| = 1, so that

this graph also represents s(ε), cf. Eq. 77. All else being equal, smaller values of ε are seen to be

preferred.

the potential will diminish and become negative. This will cause the universe to revert from

expansion to contraction. During the ensuing phase of ekpyrotic contraction, anisotropies

are suppressed and quantum fluctuations can be amplified into classical density fluctuations.

The ekpyrotic phase is then followed by a bounce into a radiation dominated phase of the
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Figure 18: The cyclic universe potential combines an ekpyrotic phase (at negative φ) with a dark

energy plateau (at positive φ). We find that on the plateau both ekpyrotic- and inflationary-type

instantons co-exist.

universe (where reheating occurs at the bounce), and the standard phases of radiation and

matter dominated expansion follow. Eventually, the universe becomes dominated by dark

energy again, and the entire cycle starts afresh. For a detailed review of the cyclic picture,

see [18]. Let us just highlight one important feature, which is that from cycle to cycle the

universe grows by a large amount. In other words, although the evolution of the Hubble

rate is strictly cyclic, that of the scale factor is not: each new cycle is vastly bigger than

the previous one. Thus, going back in time, any finite region was sub-Planckian in size a

finite number of cycles ago. In this sense, the cyclic universe still requires initial conditions.

In the present section, our aim is to explore the consequences of applying the no-boundary

proposal, seen as a theory of initial conditions, in the cyclic context.

An interesting aspect can immediately be deduced from looking at the shape of the

potential in Fig. 18: there is a region of steep ekpyrotic fall-off at negative φ, while the

potential flattens out at positive φ. Thus, we may expect ekpyrotic instantons to exist on the

left, and inflationary instantons to exist on the dark energy plateau. Our numerical analysis

confirms both expectations, but in addition we find that ekpyrotic instantons continue to

exist with starting values on the dark energy plateau. Thus, at positive φ we have the
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Figure 19: A de Sitter-like instanton on the dark energy plateau, with H = 1, c = 3, φRSP = 1,

φISP ≈ −0.2276 and τcrunch ≈ 1.615 + 3.222i. This figure is obtained in an analogous manner to

Fig. 10.
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Figure 20: The real (solid) and imaginary (dotted) parts of the scale factor (left panel) and scalar

field (right panel) for the instanton depicted in Fig. 19, with an integration contour indicated by

the arrows in that figure.

interesting situation that both types of instantons co-exist (with the same values of φRSP but

different imaginary parts φISP ). We will now present examples of these solutions.

First, we will discuss the inflationary/de Sitter type instantons at positive φ. Intuitively,

one may expect instantons to exist which reach a classical history with the scalar field slowly

rolling down the dark energy plateau, and then, once the universe is already classical, to

evolve into the ekpyrotic contraction phase as the potential becomes negative. Fig. 19 shows
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Figure 21: An ekpyrotic instanton on the dark energy plateau, with H = 1, c = 3, φRSP = 1,

φISP ≈ −1.974 and τcrunch ≈ 0.8956− 3.573i.

an example of such an instanton for φRSP = 1, where the value of the imaginary part φISP

has been tuned such that a classical history is achieved (meaning that the vertical lines of

real scale factor and scalar field coincide). Again, since we have not added any dynamics

that could lead to a bounce, all such histories end up in a crunch singularity at τcrunch.

By choosing an explicit integration contour, we can plot a particular representation of the

instanton. Our choice of contour is indicated by the three coloured arrows in Fig. 19, and

the real and imaginary parts of the scale factor and scalar field along this contour are shown

in Fig. 20. Along the first segment, running vertically up from the origin, the spacetime is

given approximately by a region of (opposite-signature) Euclidean Anti-de Sitter space (as

discussed in more detail in [38]). The second, horizontal segment is a fully complex geometry

interpolating between the Euclidean Anti-de Sitter space and a Lorentzian de Sitter space

corresponding to the phase of dark energy expansion. This second segment reaches the

vertical line emanating vertically downwards from the location of the eventual crunch, and

at the junction with the third integration segment the scale factor and scalar field are already

real to very high precision. This is because of the inflationary-type attractor that evidently

also applies to the dark energy phase. As one can see from Fig. 20, along the third segment

the scale factor a then expands at an accelerated rate until the scalar field φ has rolled to

negative values of the potential, at which point the scale factor halts its expansion and starts

shrinking. The ensuing ekpyrotic phase ends in a crunch after a finite time interval.
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Figure 22: The real (solid) and imaginary (dotted) parts of the scale factor (left panel) and scalar

field (right panel) for the instanton depicted in Fig. 21, with an integration contour indicated by

the arrows in that figure.

So much for the inflationary-type instantons, whose existence is unsurprising. Given

the results of the previous section, it is now equally unsurprising that ekpyrotic instantons

exist at negative φ, where the addition of a small constant to the potential is essentially

irrelevant. The ekpyrotic instantons in this region of the potential are virtually identical to

those discussed in section IV, and thus we need not discuss these further here. However, what

is more surprising is that ekpyrotic-type instantons continue to exist in the region where

the potential becomes positive. Fig. 21 shows graphs of such an instanton for φRSP = 1,

i.e. for the same value of φRSP used above to illustrate the inflationary-type instantons. Of

course, the value of the imaginary part φISP is different in the ekpyrotic case. As Fig. 21

shows, the lines of real scale factor and real scalar field only start overlapping shortly before

the crunch. In other words, the universe becomes real in the approach to the crunch by

virtue of the ekpyrotic attractor, even though this instanton also traverses the dark energy

plateau. By specifying an integration contour, we can again represent the evolution of the

real and imaginary parts of a and φ – this is done in Fig. 22, along the contour indicated by

the coloured arrows in Fig. 21. Along the first segment, running vertically down from the

origin, the spacetime is again a portion of Euclidean Anti-de Sitter space, in analogy with the

co-existing inflationary-type instanton. The second (horizontal) segment is once more fully

complex, and it is only along the third segment that the universe approaches a real classical

history. This happens in exactly the same way as it did in a pure exponential potential in
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Figure 23: The imaginary part φISP and the location of the crunch for ekpyrotic (blue) and

inflationary (red) instantons in a cyclic potential, all as functions of φRSP . As the potential grows,

φISP appears to approach the new asymptotic value of −2π/c (dotted grey line).

section IV: the instanton approaches a real scaling solution up to complex-valued correction

terms which die off as long as ε > 3, cf. Eqs. (47) - (48).

The two instantons that we have just presented are not isolated examples. In fact,

in our numerical analysis we have not found any obstruction at large φRSP that prevents

ekpyrotic instantons from occurring – however, at large φ finding ekpyrotic-type instantons

numerically becomes increasingly delicate. Fig. 23 shows the tuned values for φISP as well

as the crunch locations in the range 0 ≤ φRSP ≤ 1, both for inflationary (red curves) and

ekpyrotic-type (blue curves) instantons. Note that the inflationary-type instantons cease to

exist for φRSP . 0.77, which is due to the fact that below that value the phase of accelerated

expansion becomes too short for the universe to reach classicality. There is an interesting

feature to the graph of the imaginary part φISP , namely that as the potential becomes

positive, on the ekpyrotic branch φISP is no longer constant (as it was for the families of pure

ekpyrotic instantons in section IV). Rather, φISP appears to approach a new asymptotic

value at large φ. In fact, the values of φISP seem to approach −2π/c = −2π/3, which implies

that for these solutions the potential is very nearly real at the South Pole of the instanton.

This large φ regime clearly deserves further study.

In Fig. 24 we plot the logarithm of the relative probabilities −2Re(SE) for these two

families of instantons. From section III we know that in the inflationary case the real

part of the action is very well approximated by the action of half a Euclidean 4-sphere,

−2Re(SE) ≈ 24π2/V (φRSP ), and we have used this approximation to obtain the red curve.

The blue curve applies to the ekpyrotic-type instantons, and it can be seen that in the
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Figure 24: The logarithm of the relative probability for the two families of instantons, as a

function of φRSP : ekpyrotic-type instantons are depicted in blue while inflationary ones are in red.

The probability for ekpyrotic instantons can be seen to be vastly higher. Moreover, with increasing

φRSP their probability grows even faster than the naive ec∆φ scaling that would apply in the pure

ekpyrotic case (and that we have indicated by the dotted grey line).

region of overlap, these instantons yield a much higher probability than the inflationary

ones. In fact, the probability grows even faster with increasing φ than the naive ecφ scaling

suggested by the shift symmetry in the pure ekpyrotic case (and indicated by the grey

dotted line). This may be due to the fact that the dark energy plateau causes the instantons

to grow even bigger than in the pure ekpyrotic case, in turn rendering the action larger

in magnitude. However, an analytic understanding of the large φ behaviour is currently

lacking, and represents an interesting question for the future.

VI. DISCUSSION

Two of the central goals of cosmology are to understand the initial conditions and the

classicality of our universe. The no-boundary proposal provides an attractive framework

for discussing both of these issues. In our earlier paper [24], we identified a new class of

instantons, called ekpyrotic instantons, that arise in theories with a steep and negative

potential. These instantons can explain how the universe became classical by virtue of
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the ekpyrotic attractor mechanism, and they describe the emergence of a universe in the

ekpyrotic contracting phase. In the present paper, we have discussed their properties in

detail, and shown that in the cyclic universe potential, ekpyrotic instantons also arise, even

on the dark energy plateau. In fact, on the dark energy plateau ekpyrotic instantons co-

exist with inflationary-type instantons (where the universe becomes classical due to the dark

energy/quintessence attractor), with the ekpyrotic-type instantons having a much higher

probability of occurring.

Our results imply that in a potential energy landscape containing a variety of inflationary,

ekpyrotic and cyclic regions (cf. also [39]), the most likely initial conditions are represented

by ekpyrotic instantons, describing the emergence of a classical universe in an ekpyrotic

contracting phase - whether a pure ekpyrotic or a cyclic region comes out as preferred

depends on the details of the potential, in particular on the possible field ranges for the

ekpyrotic and dark energy regions. We should point out that there is no contradiction in

having a universe arise “out of nothing” in a contracting phase, as the ekpyrotic contracting

phase is preceded by a complex/Euclidean geometry where space and time are “created” in

the first place, cf. Fig. 1 for a heuristic picture.

There are many possible extensions of the present work: the most obvious one is that

of adding a bounce, so that the ekpyrotic phase goes over into an expanding, radiation

dominated phase of the universe. In our current work, we did not consider any dynamics

that could have led to such a bounce. We see no obstacle in principle for doing so, although

the numerical analysis may be complicated. Moreover, as the results of section V suggest,

there may be a new asymptotic regime for ekpyrotic instantons originating on the dark

energy plateau of a cyclic universe potential. It would certainly be of interest to obtain

an analytic understanding of this regime. Finally, we have not included any fluctuations in

the present work. Given their importance in testing cosmological theories, the inclusion of

fluctuations represents another worthwhile goal for future studies. Our work has highlighted

the importance of having an attractor mechanism in order to obtain a classical background

spacetime. In light of this, it will be desirable to focus on the recently described stable

mechanisms for producing density perturbations [20–23], rather than on the older unstable

entropic scenario [40–46] that led to the so-called phoenix universe [47–49].
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